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a b s t r a c t

Atomic-scale stick–slip friction of monolayer graphene on a copper substrate is computationally
studied at a wide range of temperatures, which reveals strong temperature dependence of friction
force and friction mode. The increase in temperature distorts regular stick–slip behavior and causes a
nonlinear decrease of friction force, demonstrating a friction behavior transition from athermal friction
to thermally activated. By analyzing atomic morphologies, the true contact area, defining the number
of atoms interacting across the interface, shows a weak temperature dependence, yet the quality
of interfacial contact substantially varies with temperature. Spatial distributions of atomic friction
force uncover the significant effect of Moiré superlattices, that act as strong pinning sites at low
temperatures, partly change to pushing due to nonconcurrent atomic jumps at high temperatures,
which leads to a chaotic friction mode with reduced lateral force. Additionally, we demonstrate the
role of superlattices in strengthening friction and dictating the periodic stick–slip motion of interfacial
sliding.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Atomic-scale stick–slip friction involving fundamental friction
echanisms is an intriguing phenomenon, in which two con-

acting surfaces slide over each other in a regular stick and slip
anner [1,2]. Prandtl [3] and Tomlinson [4] nearly a century ago
roposed a reduced-ordered PT model interpreting this complex
riction behavior. The simple model considers a tip attached via
spring moving in a potential energy landscape formed by the

nterfacial atomic interaction. The tip that initially sticks in a deep
ocal energy minimum glides to the neighboring local minimum
ith a critical lateral force, at which the energy barrier is van-

shed and slip motion occurs. If one of the contacting surfaces is
rystalline, the potential energy landscape is therefore periodic
nd the stick–slip motion repeats, appearing as regular stick–
lip friction. Based on this mechanistic picture, approaches to
gitating the tip out of sticking potential energy minimum have
een proposed to tune the frictional response. For example, by
pplying small-amplitude normal vibration, the friction force can
e considerably lowered, erasing stick–slip motion manifested as
transition from regular sawtooth friction to smooth sliding [5,6].
Apart from mechanical excitation, thermal vibration that regu-

ates the hopping rate from a present local energy minimum into
n adjacent one, governs the nonlinear dependence of friction on
emperature [7–11]. With increasing temperature, for instance,
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friction force decreases exponentially [10], and in some situa-
tions the friction resistance can be nearly vanished due to the
prominent role of thermal effects, leading to thermolubricity [8].
While the theoretical model phenomenologically interprets the
experimental observations, the atomic-scale friction mechanisms
underlying temperature dependence of frictional behaviors such
as friction force reduction and stick–slip distortion remain as
fundamental questions.

We report a computational study of interfacial friction in
graphene island supported on Cu (111) surface, a system that
has been extensively studied because Cu (111) is mainly adopted
as the substrate for chemical vapor deposition of graphene [12,
13]. On the other hand, graphene, acting as the thinnest solid
lubricant, is considered an excellent candidate for reducing fric-
tion [14]. Originating from lattice mismatch in graphene and Cu
(111) substrate, Moiré patterns appear in the interface [12], which
presumably influences the interfacial sliding behavior. Therefore,
the main motivation of this study is to investigate the frictional
response of graphene–Cu over a wide range of temperatures and
to understand the role of Moiré patterns in governing stick–
slip friction. By performing atomistic simulations of friction at
a variety of temperatures, we find that increasing temperature
results in the distortion of the regular stick–slip friction, in the
form of reduced frictional force, suppressed stick–slip mode, and
shifted stick–slip periodicity. We find the true contact area, which
represents the number of atoms interacting across the interface,

exhibits weak temperature sensitivity. Yet, the interfacial atomic
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Fig. 1. (a) Surface morphologies of graphene and the copper substrate at 0.001 K. Graphene armchair and copper [112] direction have a misorientation angle θ = 0.5◦ .
b) The morphologies in the presence of normal stress. Armchair direction and copper [112] are aligned. (c–d) The same morphology analysis for the temperature of
00 K. (e–f) Free energy variations with rotation angle θ show multiple metastable states, indicated by local energy minimum. For free-standing graphene (e), the
owest energy state locates at 0.5◦ . (f) In the presence of normal load, the potential energy landscape is roughed, with the lowest energy being changed to 0◦ .
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orces, defining the contacting quality, reveal Moiré superlattices
ct as the primary pinning sites at cryogenic temperatures and
artially transform to pushing sites at high temperatures, causing
he suppression of stick–slip friction.

The friction system consists of a monolayer graphene sup-
orted on Cu (111) surface. The interaction between Cu atoms
s described by an embedded atom model (EAM) potential [15],
nd the covalent bonds of C–C in graphene are modeled by the
daptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order (AIREBO)
orce field [16]. The Lennard-Jones potential, developed to capture
he interlayer distance and adhesion strength [17], is used to
imulate the interactions between Cu substrate and graphene.
he graphene flake with a diameter of 50 nm is first created and
ut on the Cu slab, which has a lateral dimension of 53 nm ×

3 nm and a thickness of 2.5 nm. We first relax the system at con-
tant temperature condition for 200 ps, using Nose–Hover [18,19]
hermostat to control temperature.

We connect the graphene to a rigid stage through a lateral
pring, and the stage is moving at a constant velocity, which
nables interfacial sliding friction [20]. We test different elastic
onstants of spring, including 5, 50, 500, and 5,000 eV/Å2, and
ind that the value, controlling how fast friction reaches a steady-
tate, does not qualitatively influence the friction behavior. The
esults reported here are from the spring constant of 50 eV/Å2,
xcept the extremely-low temperature 0.001 K, at which 5,000
V/Å2 is used for the sake of computational efficiency due to
arge frictional force. To model a normal load from the rigid
tage, we apply a uniform force 0.04 nN/atom to all the graphene
toms, and we further relax the whole system for another 100 ps
n at a constant temperature. During friction motion, the stage
s moving at the velocity 10 nm/ns, and the frictional force is
easured by the lateral spring force F = k

(
xs − xg

)
, where k

s the spring constant, xs is stage position, and xg represents the
location of center of mass of the graphene. We characterize the
contact quality in graphene and copper by measuring the atomic
forces. To minimize the random thermal fluctuation effect on

the interfacial forces, we perform energy minimization and relax c

2

the system to the nearest local energy minimum. Therefore, the
atomic forces are analyzed on quasistatic states, and this analysis
qualitatively characterizes the interfacial contact nature [21].

Fig. 1a–b shows how the graphene and copper surface mor-
phologies vary with applying normal force at a low tempera-
ture of 0.001 K. In the absence of normal load (Fig. 1a), the
graphene flake reveals clear Moiré pattern superlattice. The lat-
tice periodicity of 4.5 nm is consistent with the experimental
measurements [13]. In the relaxed system, the graphene indicates
a subtle rotation angle θ = 0.5◦, defined as the relative orientation
between graphene armchair and Cu [112] directions. It is noted
that the superlattice pattern is dictated by graphene and copper
lattice constants, as well as this relative orientation θ (see section
1 in supplementary information). With the normal force applied
to graphene, the relaxed system displays a 0 angle (Fig. 1b), im-
plying the graphene under the normal load has reversely rotated
0.5◦. To understand the thermodynamic driving force underlying
graphene rotation, we calculate the potential energy landscape
of graphene with respect to the angle θ , as shown in Fig. 1e–
f. The energy profile appears a periodicity of 60◦ due to the
exagonal symmetry of graphene, where the lowest free energy
tate occurs at ±0.5◦ for the graphene without applied load (see
ig. 1e). In the presence of the normal force (Fig. 1f), the free
nergy variation with angle has been altered and roughed, and
he energetically favorable state transforms to 0◦. This subtle
raphene rotation is related to the apparent transformation of the
uperlattice. While the graphene morphology reveals clear Moiré
uperlattices at low temperatures, those patterns are vanishing as
ncreasing temperature, such as 300 K (Fig. 1c–d), as a result of
hermal roughening [22].

With the understanding of the system morphologies and en-
rgy states, we select the lowest energy configuration for fric-
ion simulations. Fig. 2a shows friction force as a function of
liding distance at three different temperatures, as indicated. In
he steady-state friction regime, the force–displacement curves
how stick–slip behavior, reflected by the serrated motion. When

hanging temperature from 0.001 through 0.01 to 300 K, there
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Fig. 2. (a) Friction force as a function of sliding distance showing stick–
slip motion in the steady sliding state (kinetic friction). The red, blue, and
black curves denote system temperatures of 0.001 K, 0.01 K, and 300 K,
respectively. (b) The corresponding Fourier transformations of the force traces
in (a). The regular stick–slip friction transforms into a chaotic stick–slip regime
with increasing temperature. (c) Temperature dependence of average lateral
friction forces. The dashed line is the best fitted Arrhenius-like formula. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

are two notable trends that can be discerned. The regular and
periodic stick–slip motion, occurring at low temperatures, be-
comes irregular or chaotic at high temperatures. To quantify the
temperature-induced regularity, Fig. 2b demonstrates the cor-
responding spectrums of Fourier transformation, exhibiting two
distinct peaks at 2.37/nm and 4.75/nm at 0.001 K. The primary
peak (left) with a large periodicity of 0.42 nm corresponds to
the lattice periodicity of graphene along the armchair direction.
The secondary peak with a periodicity of 0.21 nm is related to
graphene atoms jumping between the potential vacancy sites on
the Cu (111) surface (see Figure S3–4 in SI). One can see as the
temperature rises, the two stick–slip modes become weak, and
at 300 K, the periodic friction motions are shifted and weakened,
suggesting the role of temperature in distorting the regularity of
stick–slip motion.

Besides the observed periodic to chaotic stick–slip transfor-
ation, temperature rise considerably induces the reduction of

riction force and the stick–slip amplitude (Fig. 2a, c). According
o activation theory [23], the hopping frequency from the current
otential energy minimum to a neighboring one becomes more
ikely at a higher temperature, and therefore a lower lateral force
s necessary to maintain the sliding. In two-dimensional material
riction, for example, the force is observed to increase exponen-
ially with decreasing temperature [10]. Fig. 2c, plotting lateral
orce against temperature, exhibits this exponential dependency
f friction on temperature up to a point, 0.1 K. Further lowering
he temperature leads to a deviation from this exponential scal-
ng relationship. This transition on frictional force suggests the
hermally activated friction, predominating the high-temperature
egime, changes to athermal-like sliding at low temperatures. It
s worth noting that the friction transition is induced by varying
3

Fig. 3. (a) Enlarged view of the friction force traces at temperatures of 0.001
K and 300 K showing the peak friction states (marked by c and d) before slip
motion. (c–d) The corresponding graphene morphologies in the peak friction
indicated in (a). (b) Variations of averaged friction force and true contact area
with temperature.

temperatures at a fixed high stage velocity of 10 nm/ns. When
lowering the speed, it is expected that the crossover can occur
at a reduced temperature [7]. Because of the timescale limitation
inherent in the molecular dynamics, alternative approaches such
as potential energy landscape modeling [24], which has been used
to study slow strain rate deformation of solids [25–27], should
enable studies of interfacial friction at low velocity.

To find the root cause behind the temperature-dependent
friction, we carefully examine the interfacial contacting nature
underlying friction motion. Fig. 3c–d shows the graphene mor-
phologies, corresponding to the peak friction state as labeled in
Fig. 3a, at temperatures 0.001 K and 300 K, respectively. The
superlattice patterns in low-temperature friction are essentially
retained. It is interesting to note the leading friction front of
graphene is tilted up with relatively high height, which reflects
a nonuniform response of the atomic thin-film subjected to a di-
rectional pulling. This lifted front edge also demonstrates how the
graphene adapts itself in accommodating the friction resistance.
In contrast, the Gaussian-like distribution of graphene height at
300 K (Fig. 3d), manifesting the balanced out-of-plane roughness,
is considered to be predominantly controlled by thermal fluc-
tuation. In nanoscopic friction theory [28], the friction force is
argued to increase linearly with the contact area. To reveal the
contribution of the interfacial contact area, we determine the true
contact area, defining the number of atoms chemically interacting
across the interface. By computing how many graphene atoms are
in intimate contact with the substrate within a cutoff distance 4
Å, the black bars in Fig. 3b show variation of the true contact area
with system temperature. The contact area slightly increases with
decreasing the temperature, but it alone is inadequate to explain
the large increase of friction force. It motivates us to look into
the contacting quality, represented by the atomic friction force,
between graphene and the substrate.

Before measuring the interfacial atomic force, we first perform
energy minimization to bring the system to its inherent local
energy minimum state, eliminating the random thermal fluctua-

tion effect. It is noted, while this energy minimization could alter
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f

Fig. 4. (a–b) Spatial distribution of atomic friction forces on the substrate surface
at 0.001 K and 300 K, respectively. The blue color with a negative magnitude of
force indicates local pinning sites, hindering/dragging graphene movement. The
red-colored regions with positive force, promoting graphene forward motion,
are local pushing sites. (c) Histogram of atomic forces shown in (a) and (b).
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

the force magnitude, it does not change the frictional behavior
qualitatively [21]. The interfacial atomic force, exerted by the
ith copper atom on graphene, is calculated as fi = fi

(
xp

)
−

i (x0), where xp is the peak friction state, and x0 is the initial
local minimum state. Fig. 4a shows the spatial distribution of
the atomic force on the top layer of copper. The negative forces
(blue color), pointing to the negative direction, are against the
motion, known as pinning forces. The red-colored regions with
positive forces are pushing sites, which help the forward motion
of graphene. The arrangement of pinning sites at low tempera-
tures (Fig. 4a) displays a hexagonal pattern, which is attributed to
the Moiré superlattice interaction(see discussion of Fig. 5). At the
temperature of 300 K, even though the hexagonal force patterns
can barely be seen, they become blurred and twisted, implying
effects of thermal . More interestingly, some of the pinning sites
change to pushing points (green circle in Fig. 4b), which would
lower the total friction force. The coexistence of pinning–pushing
sites and the dislocation-like boundary separating the sites are
evidence of nonconcurrent stick–slip motion. This nonuniform
motion can be attributed to heterogeneous energy barrier cross-
ing and early jumping of the partial graphene atoms into the
neighboring local minimum. In Fig. 4c, we plot the corresponding
histogram distribution of atomic force at 0.001 K and 300 K.
Both of the distributions, exhibiting a majority of low magnitude
atomic forces, are skewed negatively, which gives rise to a neg-
ative net force. Importantly, the large-magnitude atomic forces
considerably increase from 300 K to 0.001 K, implying the local
pinning enhancement induced by trapping in a deep state at low
temperatures.

Next, we aim at relating the pinning sites with the Moiré
superlattices to understand the role of a superlattice in friction.
Fig. 5a depicts a schematic illustration of the potential energy
landscape, which provides another viewpoint on the stick–slip
motion. The stick stage can be considered as an elastic shear
deformation between graphene and copper, in which the energy
barrier connecting the initial and final local minima is reduced
4

Fig. 5. Shearing (distortion) of artificial superlattices induces pinning sites and
friction force against sliding. (a) Schematic illustration of landscape evolution in
graphene sliding over copper. (b–c) The superlattice sites on graphene (b) and
copper (d), which overlap in the initial state, are shifted along the lateral force
direction during sliding. As shown in (d), the interfacial superlattice sites appear
as enhanced pinning sites, resisting forward motion of graphene.

by the applied lateral force. When the system reaches a saddle
point, and the corresponding energy barrier vanishes, the system
relaxes into the new local energy minimum, resulting in a fast
slip movement. In Fig. 5b–d, we present the graphene and copper
morphologies, as well as the atomic forces at the critical saddle
point. One can discern the superlattice sites on graphene and
copper (Fig. 5b–c), which overlap each other in the initial state,
are shifted along the motion direction due to the interfacial
elastic shearing caused by the lateral force. In section three of the
supplementary information, we discuss the superlattice transla-
tion caused by graphene slip motion in an arbitrary direction by
deriving the mathematical relationship. As a result of this uniaxial
force, the initial round-like superlattice site is twisted into an
oval-like contour. These interfacial superlattices, being viewed as
artificial lattice sites, are connected throughout attentive inter-
action. In response to the shear deformation, the superlattices
on the copper surface drag the graphene and obstruct the shear
motion (i.e., pinning sites shown in Fig. 5d). At a critical lateral
force, the system overcomes the energy barrier, and slip motion
takes place. The system, therefore, jumps to the adjacent one,
corresponding to the slip motion, which causes the periodic shift
of superlattice. These superlattices, enhancing the resistance of
the interfacial motion, become weakened at high temperatures.
This temperature-induced thermolubricity leads to a reduction of
friction force, which is considered to the mechanisms responsible
for the suppression of stick–slip friction in the copper-supported
graphene system.
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In conclusion, we revealed the atomic mechanisms behind
thermally-induced friction behavior crossover from regular stick–
slip motion to a chaotic mode in two-dimensional materials. The
distortion of stick–slip friction and reduction of friction force
stem from temperature-dependent contact quality, characterizing
interfacial fiction nature, and providing a complementary view-
point to the true contact area. Specifically, we found the pinning
sites originating from Moiré superlattice can transform into push-
ing spots due to nonconcurrent motion and promotes fiction
motion, reducing friction resistance. Broadly, the results imply
a way of tuning friction behavior via controlling or engineering
interfacial superlattices.
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